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New partnership opens the door to positive cash flow
scenarios for many companies desiring to retrofit their
existing facilities with quality energy saving LED lighting
while conserving working capital.
ROLLING MEADOWS, Ill., August 31, 2017 (Newswire.com) Emium Lighting has recently partnered with LEAF
Commercial Capital with the goal of helping companies improve their facility lighting while
maintaining a favorable cash flow position stemming from the monthly energy cost savings
that LED lighting can deliver.
In many cases the reduction in monthly energy costs that switching from traditional light
sources to LED technology provides can exceed the cost to finance such an investment. LEAF
Commercial Capital Inc. can help tailor a solution to help companies overcome the financial
hurdles associated with funding such an improvement. The Emium/LEAF partnership offers
companies a path to a superior quality of light, reduced energy and maintenance costs,
while also conserving their working capital.
Why Businesses Nationwide Finance With LEAF
100% financing, including hardware, installation, taxes, and more
No money down
Deferred, step, and seasonal payment plans
One-page applications and simple, clear agreements
Outstanding service and support, every time
It is hard to beat the benefits of LED lighting: lower utility costs, higher property values, more
productive employees, and happier customers. In addition to these benefits, with a little
research, many companies will also discover that they qualify for incentives and tax benefits
for such upgrades that can add even more to their bottom line.
To learn more, visit www.emium.com/resources/financing.
About LEAF Commercial Capital, Inc.
LEAF Commercial Capital, Inc. ("LEAF"), is a subsidiary of People's United Bank and a leading

equipment leasing and finance company headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, with
offices in Moberly, Missouri and Orange, California. Through its highly automated origination
platform, it facilitates the equipment needs of small, mid-sized and enterprise businesses.
LEAF serves these needs both directly and through referral relationships with
manufacturers, distributors and dealers of essential-use equipment and software in a
variety of business sectors, including office products, telephony, technology, medical and
light industrial. Learn more at www.LEAFnow.com.
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